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City budget cuts chop away at local art

spectator
the
since 1933

weeks left

Faculty salaries higher at peer institutions like Gonzaga
Cambray Provo
Staff Writer
"The unequal distribution of faculty
salaries at Seattle University has reached
the point of serious inequity and perhaps
genuine injustice," so begins the Arts and
Sciences Task Force's white paper on faculty

Nobel prize
winner earns
2011 honorary
degree

compensation and governance.
The Spectator, through an anonymous
source, was able to obtain a copy of this
document at the end of last quarter. The
document details financial hardships faced
by junior faculty members in the Arts &
Sciences at Seattle University, many ofwhom
may fall below the living wage tipping point.

Those without employed spouses,
inheritance or outside income may face hard
realities of being unable to support a young
family, or, for older faculty, to save enough
to retire with security.
The white paper argues that "a significant
number ofA&S junior faculty salaries have
slipped below the living wage tipping point,

and the salaries of many staff members have
been at this level for years."
After months of discussion, faculty are
begining to see a response to their concerns.
Recently A&S learned that faculty
and staff salaries across-the-board
Page
will rise 2 percent, in keeping with
the projected Consumer Price
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Marianas Taotao Tano hosts 7th
annual Pacific Island Fiesta

Tun Channareth
nominated after Albers-led
tour to Southeast Asia
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
A service trip throughout
Southeast Asia served as the
catalyst for the nomination
of Tun Channareth for Seattle
University's 2011 honorary
graduate degree.
Professors Quan Le and
Peter Raven from the Albers
School of Business organized a
group ofAlbers students to take
a tour of Vietnam, Cambodia
and Thailand right before the
start of the 2010-2011 school
year. The tour exposed the students not only to international
business and marketing practices but also allowed them to
participate in service projects.
In Cambodia, the professors and students met with
Channareth and
learned about the
Page
latter's life mission
to ban the use of
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Lindsey

An
exhibit
far, far
away

Cracking the lid
off Golazo
By now, if you haven't had
Golazo handed to you on
campus by a stranger, you
are probably in the minority.
The Spectator investigates
what Golazo is, where it's
coming from, and what is
up with its unique collegefocused marketing.

The new Star Wars exhibit at
the Pacific Science
Center gets reviewed by the
finest Star Wars nerds
Seattle University has to offer.

Sy Bean | The Spectator
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Seattle U's Guamanian culture club chose "Bienbenidu gi Sensong Chamorro" as this year's theme. It is a Guamanian phrase meaning
"Welcome to Chamorro Village." "The theme was chosen because we wanted to go back to the basic ways of how it is done back home,"
said Davin Reyes, president of the Marianas Taotao Tano Club. The Champino Band provided live music for the event.
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Administration promises increase in compensation
Index adjustment predicted by
the U.S. Government, and that
another $500,000 will be allocated in the next year to both faculty
and staff in order to deal with specific cases
of salary compression.
"We don't know yet how much of
that $500,000 will be allocated to Arts
& Sciences," said
English professor Sean
McDowell. "As for the 2 percent increase,
we are grateful for any increase we receive,
given how much some of us struggle just to
make ends meet. Some of us are worried,
though, that the cost of living for essentials
in the Seattle area next year will be higher
Cover

�

than 2 percent."
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer projects
increase in the price of groceries, gas and
otheressential items around 4 percent, speculating that the rate of inflation could rise as
high as 6 percent.
"If the P-I predictions prove true, then
A&S salaries will continue to lose ground,"
McDowell said.
Concurrent to the many months of work
leading up to the publication of this white
paper, Human Resources at Seattle U was
beginning to conduct it's own survey, entided
the "Total Rewards Study."
an

This is the first study conducted in 10
years, and HR notes that there were areas
in which it was clear that communication
was a problem. Gerald Huffman, vice president for Human Resources and University
Services told The Spectator that Seattle U
"will continue to have differences in pay levels between the colleges."
The white paper highlights one of the reasons why this adjustment might have taken
so long to come to fruition: "High salaries in
some colleges and programs [such as business
or law] might conceal the reality oflow salaries in others" and utilizes the pay schedule
at Gonzaga, Seattle Us peer institution, to
emphasize differences.
"Gonzaga makes its system public and
transparent," the Task Force argues. "It
combines market forces with a standardized
salary schedule. For many of us in Arts and
Sciences, [Gonzaga data] shows that our
Gonzaga counterparts in Arts and Sciences
make thousands of dollars more despite
higher cost of living in Seattle."
The stories included in the document are
compelling and show the real need for a genuine adjustment. One faculty member can
no longer afford Seattle U insurance for his
spouse and children; another can no longer

afford to repair a car, replace a furnace or
pay off medical co-pays without taking on
credit card debt.
Another is unable to afford daycare or
refinance a home, who cannot contribute to
savings or who cannot afford the transportation costs to work if not relying solely on
public transportation.
"The disparity of salaries across the university calls into question the university's
mission commitment to justice," the Task
Force said.
The document states, "The lack of transparency in our compensation system has
worked against the interests of Arts and
Sciences faculty and staff. By keeping salaries
in Arts & Sciences low and by hiring core
lecturers and adjuncts (at even lower salaries) to teach most of the Core curriculum,
the university has been able to embark on a
remarkable expansion ofbuildings, programs
and non-faculty staff [as well as keep] top-ofthe-market faculty salaries high."
Focusing on the fact that 66 percent of the
Core curriculum is taught by Core lecturers
and adjuncts, often the lowest paid faculty
group, the Task Force contends that these low
wages work to help the University maintain
high wages for top-of-the-market faculty.

Professor Sean McDowell, leader of the
Arts & Sciences Task force says the conclusions reached in the white paper represents
the financial crises now confronting large
numbers of Arts and Sciences faculty and
staff.
McDowell sats that the white paper "was
the result of several months of correspondence with people throughout the college.
McDowell notes the positive reception to
faculty feedback by university officials, noting that the administration has said it wishes
to make compensation adjustments a priority
in coming years.
"We have to do that to be competitive,"
Huffman said. "That's a universal truth as
it relates to compensation. That's what you
have to do to attract the very best people to
do the work, and to retain them."
Huffman went on to say we want transparency in our compensation system and
that we know enough to put aside the half
million dollars allocated to faculty and staff.
But he cautions that change will occur over
time, as "this is the first step of multi-year
adjustments."
Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com

Land mine activist receives 2011 honorary degree
Protestors work to eradicate use of land mines and ad-

vocate removal of existing mines

Cover

antipersonnel

landmines.
19 8 2,
In
Channareth worked
as a resistance soldier to the
Khmer Rouge. One mission took
him near the border between

�

Cambodia and Thailand where
he stepped on a landmine and
lost both of his legs. Channareth
spent the following 13 years receiving vocational training in a
Thai refugee camp; he returned
to Cambodia in 1993.
"I became thirsty for the
knowledge of the outside world,"
Channareth said on the website
for the International Campaign
to Ban Landmines (ICBL), where
he works as an ambassador and
spokesperson. "I wanted to stay
alive long enough to see it, and
finally contribute something of
myself to it."
Upon his return, Channareth
decided to dedicate himself not
only to banning the further use
oflandmines by armies throughout the world but also to building less expensive wheelchairs
for other landmine victims. He
joined the ICBL, a global network of people and groups working to eradicate currently active
landmines around the world
and, like Channareth, prevent
the further implementation of
landmines.
In 1997, Channareth was a
co-recipient of the Nobel Peace
Prize, which was also awarded
to Jody Williams, another ICBL
ambassador. Presently he lives in
Siem Riep, Cambodia, and works
with Jesuit Service Cambodia,
which is how he and the group

from Seattle U met.
Lisa Beach, a graduate student who went on the tour,
had an opportunity to talk with
Channareth when she hurt her
ankle and couldn't go with the
rest of the group to plant trees
in a village. She was deeply impressed by his outlook on life.
"He came across as really

wanting to help his community,"
she said. "He hasn't let his misfortune get to him. It was fascinating to see how [Cambodians]
can do so much with so little,
and he's a key part of that."
Channareth has spoken
about the difficulties, both
physical and mental, of overcoming his injuries.
In an article published in
The Contra Costa Times in
2000, he addressed the agony

he experienced in the aftermath
of the landmine explosion.
"In one instant, I was no
longer simply a soldier, an expectant father, or a husband. I
became a landmine survivor,"
he said. "I wanted to die. There
in the jungle, I wanted to die."
As he recovered in the Thai
refugee camp, his spirits lifted
with the birth ofhis first daughter and with the realization
that other landmine victims

suffering.
Now he and his wife have
six children, and his volunteer work brings him great
fulfillment.
Channareth will travel to
Seattle to attend the Graduate
Commencement Ceremony on
June 12 at the Key Arena.
were

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Joe Dyer |

The Spectator

Professors Quan Le and Peter Raven organized a trip to Southease Asian, leading to Channareth's nomination for an honorary degree,
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University values questioned for Planned Parenthood
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer

as Hawkins.

On March 23, President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., received an open letter from the Cardinal
Newman Society (CNS) and Students for
Life of America (SFLA) urging him to end
Seattle University's relationship with Planned
Parenthood.The Virginia-based CNS monitors
Catholic institutions ofhigher education to determine how closely individual colleges and universities adhere to the teachings of the Catholic
Church. SFLA offers college students funding,
training and support to start their own pro-life
groups on their respective campuses.
Along with CNS and SLFA, 14 other pro-life
and Christian group leaders from around the
country signed the letter. Their main concern
with Planned Parenthood is that some ofits locations provide abortions.
"Promoting and glorifying Planned
Parenthood and other abortion organizations
on any campus is unacceptable, most especially
on a Catholic campus," said Kristin Hawkins,
executive director for SFLA, in a press release
on the CNS website.
While short, the letter quickly oudined its

qualms.
"The University refers students

to

Planned

Parenthood for 'sexual health' services, allows and promotes student internships with
Planned Parenthood, hires employees with past
experience at Planned Parenthood, and honors

students for their past work with Planned

Parenthood," the letter read.
CNS and SLFA attached specific examples
of Seatde Us ties to Planned Parenthood to the
letter, which they gathered from different pages
on the university's website.
For example, on Counseling and
Psychological Services' (CAPS) Helpful Links
page, CAPS lists Planned Parenthood as a source
of information on reproduction under its Sexual
Health and Wellness Links. (The referral, however, does not link direcdy to a Planned Parenthood
website. According to the CNS website, the link
was removed after they sent the letter.) Both
public affairs and law majors have interned at
different Planned Parenthood locations as well.
"Seatde University, as a Catholic and Jesuit
institution, has a God-given responsibility to
live up to its religious identity," said CNS president Patrick J. Reilly in the same press release

Sundborg has received the letter but has yet to
make a public comment on it. Questions about
the letter have been directed to Casey Corr, director of Marketing Communications for the
university.
"As a Catholic university, Seattle University
supports the Church's position on the sanctity
of life," Corr said.
Therefore, the university opposes Planned
Parenthood "in so far" as it provides abortions.
However, out of a respect for faculty members'
ability to determinetheir coursework, Seatde Us
administration allows the university to have a
relationship with Planned Parenthood.
"Within the university's support for academic
freedom, individual faculty members determine
the academic content and method ofcourse instruction they believe are most effective in the
promotion of student learning and reflection,"
Corr said.
Seattle U's respect for academic freedom
helped attract Anne DeVoe to the university's
School ofLaw.
"I knew nothing about Jesuit education," she
said. "Since coming to Seatde U and learning
about a Jesuit education I feel really inspired and
supported by the kind of environment Seattle
University creates for education."
Now a second year law student, DeVoe came
to the university after working as a health associate at a Planned Parenthood in Vermont for
four years and serving on the board ofVermont
Refugee Assistance. She wanted to study public
interest law, so the university awarded her one of
2009s two full-tuition Scholar of Justice scholarships; public interest law typically pays less than
other fields, and being a Scholar of Justice would
allow her to receive an education without incurring massive debt.
In the letter, CNS and SFLA cited De'Vbes
scholarship as evidence that Seattle U honors
students for working with Planned Parenthood.
DeVoe pointed out that while some Planned
Parenthood locations offer abortions, that is
only one aspect of the organization's function.
"To me, Planned Parenthood, their number
one service, is providing health care to women
who would not have it otherwise," she said.
"Planned Parenthood is all about helping really
impoverished women have access to health care
and make the right choices."So far, the only visible
affect the letter has had on the university is the

Candace

Shankel | The Spectator

Second year law student, Anne DeVoe, was referenced in the letter to University as an
example of special treatment of students and faculty associated with Planned Parenthood. DeVoe is the recipient of the Scholar of Justice award, a full tuition scholarship.
removal oftheactual link to Planned Parenthoods
website on CAPS' page. Whenasked whether the
letter would have any affect on Seatde Us future
relationship with Planned Parenthood, Corr
said that the university is constandy reviewing

Paper crane folding benefits
Japan tsunami relief aid
Freshman nursing major Claire Siegel spearheaded the effort to fold Japanese paper cranes to help the
tsunami relief effort. For every crane that was folded at the event, the Seattle branch of the Students
Rebuild organization receives $2 from the Le Bezos Foundation to donate to relief efforts.
|

Candace Shankel The Spectator

its policies to ensure that they aligned with the
Catholic Church's teachings.

Sam may be reached at
skettering@ssu-spectator.com
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Advertisement contained specific genetic details of a possible
egg donation and an $8,000 compensation
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
a young woman with long legs,
build, intelligence, emoathletic
big eyes,
tional resilience and no history ofSTDs. Not
to date, mind you, but to conceive with.
On April 4, an anonymous couple placed
ads around campus seeking an egg donor
with those qualities.
"No family history ofgenetic diseases, depression, anxiety, or mental illness," the flyer
also requested. Two pictures ofyoung women
accompanied the flyer, and the couple requested that the donor be a physical match
for them.
At Seattle University, off-campus solicitors must submit their advertisements to the
Campus Assistance Center (CAC) for review
and authorization. Without authorization
from the CAC, which stipulates that offcampus advertisements may only be posted
on Community Events and Information
boards, solicitations will be removed.
The couple did not receive authorization
from the CAC, and they placed their flyers in
places like a bathroom in Pigott Building and
on windows where no flyers are allowed, so
their advertisements were taken down.
"As far as if it would have been approved,
it wouldn't have," said Renata Opoczynski,
the assistant director of Student Activities,
which oversees the CAC. "It raised a lot of
questions and concerns about what was actually going on."
The couple also contacted The Spectator

Seeking:
an

to advertise, but The Spectator declined
as well.
However, it is not uncommon for couples or agencies to advertise for egg donors
at universities. The classifieds section for the
University of Washington's student newspaper The Daily contains a section for "reproductive services." On April 8, the same
couple placed a condensed ad in The Daily.

We make sure money is

not the only reason women

donate

...

that they want

to help another woman.
Lindsey Wood

Seattle Reproductive Medicine
The couple could not be reached for combut they are not alone in their search
achieve a child through egg donation.

ment,
to

According

to a report

published by

the American Society for Reproductive
Medicine (ASRM) in 2006, the first pregnancy conceived through egg donation
occurred in 1984. Since then, advances in
medicine and technology have made the
process of egg extraction less invasive and
have made in vitro fertilization (IVF) cycles
more successful. The same report stated that
in 2000, of the 3,436 pregnancies acheived

through egg donation, 2,992 resulted in live
births.

"Egg donation is a vital therapy for some
infertile couples," the ASRM said on its
website.
Women interested in egg donation can
donate through an agency or a clinic pool.
Agencies typically recruit donors for their
clients, so advertisements placed in papers
on their behalf are more likely to have specific physical requirements. Clinics with egg
donor programs generally carry their own
set of donor requirements.
Seattle Reproductive Medicine asks that
potential donors, for example, be between
21 and 31 years of age, be the ASRM

rec-

ommended weight for their height, not currently be on anti-depression medication and
have completed their high school diploma
or its

equivalent.

"Part of[the requirements] are about our
donors' desires," said Lindsey Wood, an advanced registered nurse practitioner and the
clinical coordinator for Seatde Reproductive
Medicine's (SRM) Donor Egg Program.
"The depression issue is determined by
their current situation; if they're currently
on medication, we don't want to have to
take them off it."
Wood explained there are a number of
reasons women donate their eggs to SRM's
program.
"It's certainly partly financially driven,"
she said.
The ASRM advocates financial compensation for egg donation because the
donors go through medical procedures
that expose them to risks they would not
otherwise incur. Financial compensation is

usually determined on a per cycle basis, and
the ASRM states that if donor payments
exceed $5,000, justification is required.
Donor payments that exceed $10,000 are
deemed inappropriate. SRM's pays its donors $4,500 for their first donation of eggs
and $4,000 for additional donations. The
couple offered $8,000 but did not specify
if the compensation would be for one or
multiple donations.
"We make sure [money's] not the only
reason [women donate], that they have
an altruistic reason that they want to help
another woman become a mother," Wood
said. "[Donors] meet with a social worker...
They do get free medical and fertility screening, whether or not they go through and
donate."
When SRM approves a woman for their
program, they match her with a couple
and start both women on birth control to
synchronize their cycles. In some cases, the
medication the donor takes causes ovarian
overstimulation syndrome. In extreme cases,
donors might also suffer from ovarian torsion, kidney or liver damage and decreased

fertility.
"Once [the donor] is ready for egg retrieval, we schedule a sonographic egg recovery," Wood said. "A needle is attached to
a vaginal ultrasound and they go through
thewall of the vaginal canal into the ovary."
The needle extracts an egg, which the
clinic then inseminates and plants within
the woman in hopes that a child will be
conceived.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Seattle SIFE prepares to compete in national contest
The Minneapolis competition will see SIFE teams
compete from all around the country
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
Seattle University's Students
in Free Enterprise (SIFE) team is
proving just how successful a group
can be by fostering local partnerships and applying a wide breadth
of skill-sets to resolving global

problems.

We have a pretty

good team. There
are schools who've

had teams for years.
Emilia Skrinar

SIFE
The team recently returned from
Minneapolis, where it claimed the
top prize among colleges in the
Northwest division, winning out
over teams at schools like Heritage
University in Tappenish, Wash.
Now, members of Seattle U's
SIFE are preparing to head to
Minneapolis in May where they
will compete with schools from
across the country in hopes of
claiming a national championship.
SIFE is a collection of students
from several different schools across
Seattle U. Its formation two years
ago also garnered it a regional
championship award and Rookie
Team of the Year at the national

level. The group elected to refrain
from competition last year, in hopes
of crafting more solid projects and
preparing themselves to return
to the competition level stronger
than ever before, according to Leo
Simpson, the group's advisor.
"We have a pretty good team,
there are schools there who have
had teams for years and years. We
are a young team, but I think our
projects are really great. We have
great presenters and great techies.
I'm hoping to get in the sweet 16,"
said Emilia Skrinar, a member of
SIFE's presenation team.
SIFE is all about improving
community. Teams are tasked with
creating innovative local solutions
for overarching global problems.
Seattle U's chapter has chosen to
subdivide it's portfolio of projects into four distinct initiatives:
the Homeless Shelters Initiative,
the Youth Initiative, the Small
Business Initiative, and the Ghana

Technology

Initiative, according to

the team's annual report.
The Homeless Shelters Initiative
comprises the largest chunk of
their activity. In partnership with
Union Gospel Mission and Hope
Place, the SIFE team has worked to
combat hunger relief by collecting
over 17,000 pounds of food. They
gathered and delivered nearly 3,500
articles of professional clothing to
the shelters to aid these people in
completing interviews and gaining
employment. They worked to train
members of the homeless population to re-enter the workforce by

teaching them valuable interviewing and job success skills. The team
is also in the process of finalizing
a job placement website for the
homeless, and prepares to donate
over 1,500 pairs of shoes to local

SIFE focuses on

providing business
info to young people.
shelters this week.
SIFE's Youth Initiative focused
on providing business information
and knowledge to young people
in the Seattle area. Its Academy of
Finance taught 21 inner-city high
school students entrepreneurship principles, and the Summer
Business Institute was a one- week
program wherein these students
were challenged to create a business plan. SIFE also developed a
program called Moneythink in
conjunction with local high schools
where team members developed
financial-based curriculum and
presented it to students.
The Small Business Initiative
also has a local focus. The SIFE
Team refitted the Saffron Grill
restaurant with money-saving and
environmentally friendly equipment. They also helped to save a
small family business from bankruptcy by training employees and
assisting with promotion and advertising. They also created a unit
that would aid Native Americans
recently released from prison with

finding employment.

"We impacted a lot of people,
it's hard to quantify exactly how
many. The ownei of Saffron Grill
owns two other resuarants, so hopefully he will make these changes in
those restuarants and let his customers know how sustainable he
is," said Skrinar, who also headed
the Saffron Grill project.
SIFE's Ghana Technology
Initiative is different in that it takes
some of the focus away from the
Seattle area. In partnership with
Garfield High School, SIFE has
been working to outfit Ghanese
schools with the tools and technology they require to further their

education.
SIFE team Co-President Eric
Huang believes the team will be
successful at the national level,
emphasizing that the group is aiming for a solid position within the
top

four.

"The team is composed of
people that seek to do something
for the community, and we have
drive. We coordinate to make projects work and the passion of our

membership

motivates

people,"

said Huang.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com

viaLeo Simpson

The Seattle University SIFE team focuses on their business initiative.
This initiative provides small business info to young folks in the Seattle
area and encourages use of environmentally friendly equipment.
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Medical amnesty
Cyclist rides to raise money for
makes second push Capitol Hill housing charity
backed by ASSU
ASSU president seeks to
write policy directly into
Student Conduct Code

students would be exempt.
"Because of the focus on awareness, it's likely students would still
have to attend an alcohol education
J. Adrian Munger
class after documentation," Eggers
Staff Writer
said. "The difference would be in
whether or not they would have to
As part of a larger alcohol pay a fine."
awareness program, the Associated
There is also debate about
Students of Seattle University is whether medical amnesty will be a
continuing their efforts to instipolicy change or simply a petition
tute a Medical Amnesty policy at
process.
Seattle U. Ifsuccessful, the Student
If the school adopts it as a polConduct Policy would be amended icy, students would simply have to
to be more lenient toward students
show that they meet a certain set
who call for assistance in mediof criteria in order to receive amcal emergencies involving drugs nesty, but a petition process would
or alcohol.
be a more objective process, where
ASSU has been pushing the a conduct officer decides if a stuissue for the past year, since the
dent meets the criteria.
Peer Health Action Team (PHAT)
Eggers thinks the petition proapproached ASSU with the idea. cess is a more likely solution.
Since then ASSU president Kevin
"The school needs to know it
has
been
can
Eggers
actively pushing
effectively fight misuse of the
the issue with university adminpolicy," Eggers said. "It's one of the
istration and hopes to amend the schools biggest concerns."
Student Conduct Policy by the
ASSU's efforts to implement
time he graduates at the end of the the policy have included a large
research component. ASSU held
year.
"It's an extremely complicated a school-wide survey examining to
process. There are a lot of factors what extent students would make
to consider," said Eggers. "The buuse of the policy. Additionally,
than
is
ASSU
has looked at other unilarger
imagined."
I
reaucracy
The Conduct Board is still conversities that have adopted similar
cerned with the specifics of the polpolicies.
icy and ammendment change and
"The school needs proof that
has several significant reservations.
it's worth the effort," Eggers said.
These include worries about misuse "We need to prove that the danger
of the policy and worries about the of misuse is less than the danger
policy being too black and white. of someone getting seriously ill, or
"The school's worried that a even dying."
medical amnesty policy could preASSU has been working on this
vent them from effectively catrying
issue for almost a year and a half,
out the other parts of the Code of and it's hard to tell ifthey are makConduct," Eggers said.
ing any progress.
The potential policy has a lot of
"My goal is to work out an
variables. Medical amnesty poliagreement by the time I graduate.
cies are generally one of two kinds:
This is easily the most important isGood Samaritan policies and full sue I've worked on in my time with
ASSU," Eggers said. "Both because
medical amnesty.
a
Samaritan
In
good
policy, of the huge scope of the project and
a student who calls in a medical
because of the possibility of prewould
be
from
emergency
exempt
venting deaths on campus."
punishment, but the student in
danger would still be eligible for Adrian may be reached at
disciplinary action. A full medical amunger@su-spectator.com
amnesty policy would mean both

f

Apply to be a

dent Commencement
Speaker!
Share your experiences and insights
Inspire your fellow graduates
Leave a legacy at Seattle University

Apply to be the undergraduate or graduate
student speaker at Commencement 2011!
Apply online at www.seattieu.edu/leadership
by Monday April 18th 5 PM

Questions: Contact Leadership Development at
iead@seattleu.ejdu I (20ti)296-LEAD (5323)

Senior Melissa Ettman's 4,000 mile
journey across
the country awaits
her after graduation. For now,
she's content to
practice longdistance cycling
on Pike Street.
Colleen Fontana | The

Colleen Fontana

Spectator

So much so, that last Friday lot of money, but Ettman isn't
Ettman could be found on the corintimidated.
ner of 10th Avenue and Pike Street,
"A dollar a mile, that's all I
Cycling shorts, rain jacket, arm riding her stationary bike for two need," she said.
warmers, bike lock, helmet, patch
hours in order to raise awareness
Not only do they raise money
kit, aero bars, multi-tool, pump, about her goal. She raised $120 and ride, but the bikers will be
tires and an ergonomic seat are just plus a bucket of change.
making eight stops along the way
a few of the cycling gear require"It's a huge problem across the to work at Habitat for Humanity
ments Melissa Ettman is rounding
country for people to find affordsites.
able housing," said Ettman.
up in preparation for her summer.
"One day we're out riding 70
This year, biking 4,000 miles across
And she's right.
miles across Missouri," Ettman
the country is at the top of her toThe Department of Housing said, "and the next day it's like,
do list.
and Urban Development defines 'Oh, your butt's sore? Here, have
That, and graduating, of course. affordable housing as that for a hammer.'"
The Seattle University senior which the cost does not exceed
Therefore, the organization
political science and photography 30 percent of the family income. must seek individuals who have
double major is not only preparAccording to the National Low "adventurous spirits" and "tremening for her final quarter of school, Income Housing Coalition, 9.5 dous hearts."
but also for a 10-week cycling million people spent more than
Ettman is bursting with both.
trip to raise awareness and funds one half of their income on housAfter studying abroad in South
for affordable housing. The trip is ing last year.
Africa, volunteering and teaching
created through an organization
Ettman is not going to be the photography, Ettman's view on
called Bike and Build which works only one training for this summer the world and on life seemed to
to "benefit affordable housing and
trek. Her group of 34 people, tochange.
empowers young adults for a life"She came back from South
gether with seven other groups,
time of service and civic engagewill form a total of more than 200 Africa just really well-versed in
ment" according to their brochure. bikers.
basic needs of humans in generEach rider must raise $4,000. al," Bach said. "I think it kind of
"I definitely think she can do
it," said roommate and good friend $500 of their funds will be sent opened her eyes."
Mary Catherine Bach.
to an organization of the rider's
But, Ettman adds, Americans
During this adventure, her days choice. Ettman has chosen to supseem to lose sight of similar povwill begin at 6 a.m. with breakfast port Capitol Hill Housing which erty in their own backyards.
and miles of biking and will end sponsors housing projects in the
"I was fortunate enough to grow
at 10 p.m. on her Thermarest—a
Capitol Hill area.
up in a stable home, but so many
thin self-inflating air mattress not
"We think it's wonderful and of my friends haven't," Ettman
known for its luxurious comfort. were thrilled that she's [collabosaid. "Hopefully, that will get me
The bikers were even advised to rating] with Capitol Hill housthrough those days of vertical inbe prepared to shower with a hose. ing," said Executive Director of the cline and heat and exhaustion."
She's willing to do it though, Capitol Hill Housing Foundation,
eager even, because it is for a cause Michael Seiwerath.
Colleen may be reached at
Four-thousand dollars is a cfontana@su-spectator.com
in which she fervently believes.

Staff Writer
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Dr. Charles Tung
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Tuesday, April 19 at 7 p.m. in
the Bannan Auditorium
(BANN 102)

Abstract:

Is there a relationship between
the late nineteenth-century
The Naef Scholars will be hosting desire for a "quickened,
the Last Lecture series on the
multiplied consciousness," which
19th. The lecture-artist will be
Walter Pater believed arose out
none other than the famed Dr.
of the "splendour of our
Charles Tung of the English
experience and of its awful
department. Dr. Tung is
brevity," and the rise of
passionate about Modernist
alternate histories in the
literature and time-travel. One twentieth century? What does
of his students states, "He is a
modernism's insight-that "we
professor who engages students
do not all of us inhabit the same
with his complete devotion to
time"-have to do with the later
and passion for his subject, and
boom in time-travel narratives
also his unassuming and goofy
and the technological platforms
sense of humor." With typical
(film, television, internet) on
Dr. Tung style humor and wit,
which they have appeared?
this Last Lecture is sure to be
one to remember. You will not
For more information, contact
want to miss it, and if you own a Dr. David
Madsen:
time machine, you may want to
go back in time just to re-live
dmadsen@seatt leu. edu
the experience.
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Effectiveness of
monetary aid to
Africa debated
Giving money to African charities is not as easy as
making sure it gets into the proper hands
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant

sending food aid, which showed

Foreign aid is defined assisprovided by one nation to
another, according to MerriamWebsters Dictionary, yet nowhere in this definition does it
say that aid will also provide a
stronger and brighter future for
those who receive it.
Although in many ways people in the developed world pertance

ceive Africa to be a continent
in dire need of aid and have
given millions to -see that this
happens, there is a growing debate about what this seemingly
good-natured giving actually

accomplishes.
Although this debate has been

The typical but narrow
view of Africa is that
it is impoverished.
Tim Klein

Filmmaker

those receiving the food receiving a short term benefit instead
of a long-term fix, in the form of

agricultural development.
While in countries like

Ethiopia, which is capable of
producing enough food for the
country to consume, it instead
receives foreign aid, something
the filmmakers contend only creates a cycle of dependency that
becomes difficult to break.
After the genocide in Rwanda
in 1994, the film discusses how
foreign NGOs played very little
role in helping during the actual
event, and are only helping to
continue the cycle of violence.
One of the focus points for
the film also revolved around
Malawi, one of the poorest countries in the world and a country
where microfinance has become
one othe most popular means of
assistance. Again, the film addressed the question of whether
or not this type ofaid provides a
long-term solution to the problem, or merely a short-term fix.
Although the film showcased
some of the traditional view-

points of Africa, it also tried to
highlight the success stories as
well. Somaliland, an unofficially
recognized independent government that is free of foreign aid
and much outside intervention,
shows that simply giving may not
be the solution to the problem.
South Africa was also shown
as a model of what can be accomplished in Africa, and that stereotypes ofAfrica are mistakenly
applied to the entire continent.
After the screening, panelists including Jourdan McGinn
and Rezina Habtemariam, two
Global African Studies students,
Klein and Ruth White, associate
professor of anthropology, sociology and social work, were offered a chance to respond to the
film and answer audience questions. The session was moderated
by professor Femi Taiwo.
"We really wanted to show the
relationship between the African
people and the governments, and
make sure they are accountable
and responsible for where money
is being sent," said Klein. "Even
though this film also shows images of poverty, we wanted to
help show that was not true,
and that food aid is one of the
most pressing issues in foreign
aid now."
In response to the film,
McGinn said, "The narrative of
Africa is one that is almost always told in an unfair way. We
have regressed the position of
Africa and now need to look at
what we can do."

■II

MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE NEXT FALL
Interested in international development? Thinking about working abroad
after you graduate? Then get hands-on experience and start making a
difference now! Next fall you're invited to work on green initiatives, child
health and education, women's rights, and endangered species protection
through Loyola's Vietnam program.

LOYOLA
i IW&/% $
■r?iPB
FT ■Sβ Tl O

university chic»go

•

~

For more information, contact Amye Day at adayi @luc.edu
or visit LUC.edu/vietnam.
Preparing people to lead extraordinary

lives

growing in recent years and has
gained popularity with the publication of books like Dambisa
Moyo's "Dead Aid: Why Aid Is
Not Working and How There Is
a Better Way for Africa," it has
still not managed to dispel myths
and assumptions about what
Africa is like in the modern age.
This debate was highlighted
in a film showing of "What are
We Doing Here?" a documentary addressing the issue of the
benefits and drawbacks of foreign aid in Africa, and included
a panel discussion and question
and answer session following the
film showing. The event was cosponsored by the Global African
Studies program and the Office
of the Associate Provost for
Global Engagement.
The film chronicles the journey of four family members as
they make their way from Cairo
to Cape Town, exploring the
methods and means by which
foreign aid is being utilized along
the way.
"The typical view of Africa is
that it is impoverished, but this
is a narrow and simplistic view
that we don't believe," said Tim
Klein, one of the filmmakers
present for the screening. "We
hope that the images of poverty
aren't all that come through, and
that people understand that the
average African is one who is doing well."
While traveling down the
continent, the group addressed
some of the main issues they
believe are deterring African Olivia may be reached at
aid from fulfilling the image of ojohnson@su-spectator.com
what people hope it will do. One
of the main issues was that of
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Animal advocates begin rights campaign
Starting out small, the advocates hope to recruit more
than just animal lovers to their fold
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
Seven individuals sat in a Pigott
classroom, desks arranged in a square
so that each person had a clear view
of the others. By their looks, it wasn't
immediately clear what these people
shared that brought them together.
"Welcome to the first informational meeting of Seattle University
Animal Advocates," said President
Stephanie Hindman, a junior philosophy major with a minor in performance theater.
She then passed the rhetorical baton to co-president, Katie Patterson.
"Our mission is to encourage the
community to takeanimal issues seriously and to highlight the strong correlation animal issues have to other
social justice work," said Patterson, a
public affairs and English major with
a minor in nonprofit leadership. "We
provide studentswith educational and
volunteer opportunities that will provide heightened awareness and community engagement."

entirely on the people in the club,"
Patterson said. "I don't want to impose
my will on anything they do. I want
to be, more than anything, a resource

I'm critical of these
animal institutions but

not critical of people.
Stephanie Hindman

Animal Advocates

"l'm very critical of these institutions that use animals but I'm not very
critical of people," Hindman said. "I
think people are often turned off by
PETA, for example, because they
think PETA is being judgmental of
them and making moral claims about
what they're doing."
"In the club, we're not here to
judge you or to say you're doing something wrong. We want to get people
on board and not turn people off,"
Hindman continued.
Dawn Roman, a sophomore biology major and dog lover, decided to
attend the informational meeting after
seeing an announcementin theschool

bulletin.
for them."
Overall, Seattle U Animal
Advocates urges people to value animals as individuals deserving of life,
but to be clear, this is not going to
be your neighborhood PETA chapter.

"I'm in biology to be a veterinarian
I thought this would be a good opportunity," said Roman. "I was hoping
I could get exposure to different [attitudes] towards animals."
Roman is looking forward to
volunteering with Seattle U Animal

Advocates, and Patterson is enthused
about providing volunteer opportunities to Seattle U students.
"One of the most powerful ways
to get people to be inspired is to get
them to meet animals," Patterson
said. "Something I'm excited about
the club doing is giving college students the opportunity to interact with
animals they would never have the op-

Katie Patterson

As a brand new club, the main
focus of Seattle U Animal Advocates
for this quarter will be to encourage
members to join.
"You don't need to be vegan or
vegetarian," Patterson emphasized.
"Anyone passionate about any aspect
ofanimal advocacy is welcome, even if
you're just curious."
Hindman had similar sentiments
on the inclusiveness of the club. She
wants to find a way to relate the club's
goals to students of any major.
"Whatever major you are, you're
going to find something this club has
to offer, it's just about finding the connections," Hindman paused.
"Well, maybe not math," she joked.
For more information, visit the
Seattle U Animal Advocates Google
group: http://groups.google.com/

Animal Advocates

group/seatdeuanimaladvocates.

Anyone passionate
about any aspect
of animal society

is welcome.

so

portunity to otherwise."

They share an
interest in animals
and animal issues.
The seven individuals sharedn
compassion for animals and an interest in animal issues. "Animal issues" is a broad term that includes

differing points of views over a large
range of subjects from dolphin-safe
tuna to spaying and neutering pets.
The specific issues that the club will
concern itself with is entirely up to its

members.
"The direction and focus depends
The Seattle University Animal
Advocates is a new club start-

ing off with just seven members.
Their presidents, juniors Stephanie Hindman and Katie Patterson indicate that students don't
necessarily have to be a vegan
or a vegetarian to join AA.

Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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As part of a series in the Hedreen Gallery, YACHT CLUB
will present nautical performances and maritime social objects. A Facetime event will be held on Saturday, and presents the perfecr opportunity to learn more about the exhibit,
which will be on display from April 1 to June 11.

LEADERSHIP

Leadership from
the Margins

Hear from Seattle U humanities professor Serena
Cosgrove as she presents from her new book "Leadership
from the Margins: Women and Civil Society Organizations
in Argentina, Chile, and El Salvador." She will be joined by
Mabilia Joj, an indigenous leader from Guatemala to discuss
challenges faced by indigenous women. The event will begin
at 5 p.m. at Elliott Bay Book Company.
I-J-1H

RECEPTION

|

I

ART

| Yacht Club

Faculty New Works

See what professors have created when they aren't
teaching class at the faculty new works opening reception,
which will showcase the works of professors in various mediums. The reception will be held from 5-8 p.m. in the Kinsey
Gallery in the Admissions and Alumni Building.

H

LITERATURE

Moby Duck

After learning about the maritime traditions of the
Northwest, hear even more sea-faring adventures from author Donovan Hohn as he discusses his book "Moby Duck:
The True Story of 28,800 Bath Toys Lost at Sea and of the
Beachcombers, Oceanographers, Environmentalists, and
Fools, Including the Author, Who Went in Search ofThem."
Hohn chronicles the story ofthousands of toys floating in the
ocean, as well as a discussion of economics, ocean currents,
shipping conglomerates, and Arctic researches. The event will
begin at 2:00 p.m. at Elliott Bay.

H

WRITING

Creative Writing

As part of a collaboration between the Seattle Us Creative
Writing program and the Elliott Bay Book Company, faculty

and students will have a chance to present their work. There
will be a reception followed by student, and then faculty
readings from Brian Whittingham, Nancy Rawles and
Sharon Cumberland. The event will begin at 6:00 p.m. at
the bookstore.
BUSINESS

Wmm I Business

Journal

Career Services and the Puget Sound Business
Journal will be putting on an event featuring speaker Matt
Heinzfrom Heinz Marketing, who will speak on a widerange
of topics. The event will befree for the first 10 alumni, faculty,
staff, or students that contact Career Services at careerservices@seatdeu.edu. The event will be held from 9-10:30 a.m.
in the Boeing Room.

H

DEBATE

The Atheist Meets the Theologeon

They say you shouldn't discuss politics or religion
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24.

1. Donkey cry
5. Ice cream substitute
10. Exclamation to express

25. Musical composition for

of Sweden
19. Single
20. American Indian
22. Person who makes casks

Hashanah
3. Busy as
4. High school memento
5 Qyfc)-, a jrp|ane designer
6. Less common
7. Plains native
8. Craving
_

Across

14. Cloak
15. Western
16. Knowledge
17. Between ports
18. Basic monetary unit

.

2.

I I

I

Fox

two
26. Turmoil
29. Charm
33. Biblical abode of the dead
34. Birth.related
35. Siouan speaker
36. Cry of a goose

37. Pilsner
38. Broadcasts
39. Bambi's aunt
40. Doughnut.shaped surface
41. Japanese immigrant
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Except at least for this one discussion, when Seattle U Vice
President of Mission and Ministry Peter Ely, S.J., theology
professor Daniel Peterson, and Bob Seidensticker of Seattle
Atheists discuss social and political issues from various religious and non-religious perspectives. The event will be held
from 7-9 p.m. in Student Center 210.
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42. Assuages
44. Hogwarts attendee
45. Very, in Versailles
46. Nota
47. Run chore

9. Ambiguous
10. Apportions
11. Coil

30. Damp
31.
Grows in Brooklyn
32. Polite refusal
34. Nostrils
37. Cherished relation
38. Planetoid
40. Sea swallow

41. New Rochelle college
43. Sloping letter
44. Diving seabird

46. Vessel
47. Prefix with plasm
48. Dig like a pig
49. Hindu princess
50. Autos

50. Waterfall
54. Carbonized fuel

12. "Rule Britannia" composer
13. Clairvoyant

51.

55. Astrologer Sydney
57. Addition column

21. Like some history
23. Trompe I'
25. Palm fruits
26. Doorkeeper

53. General
chicken
56. Extinct bird, once found in
New Zealand

58. Author Morrison
59. Norwegian name
of Norway
.European
60.
61. Auricular

27. Call
28. Kidney.related
29. Spanish river

Domini

52. Give up
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Campus Voice:
If the government would
have shut down how do
you think the community
would have been affected?
Kaci-Ray Christopher
Senior, Creative Writing

Meme Garcia-Cosgrove
Freshman, Humanities

Nick Peterson

"My dad is a corrections officer
so it would affect my family
and a lot of important basic
functions including jobs."

"I think it would be like a GWAR
party in the streets for as long
as it went for."

"I think it is more government
fear-mongering, like the most of
American Politics."

Junior, Political Science

"I have a few people back home that work for the federal government
and it would obviously affect them. I think the Federal government is
sort of like insects, a lot of people only notice it when it bothers them,
but if it went a way a lot of important stuff would go away with it too."
Doug Rudeen
Senior, Psychology

Interviews by and photos by Sy Bean | Spectator
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State budget cuts hit
ssideshow, rhetoric flinging showdown

John Beaton
Staff Writer

itself always on the short end of the of a public building's cost be spent
on artwork."
budget stick, is the arts.
However, this budget slashing
Programs across the board, includWashington state is running
Anyone that has been reading the ing
fervor does
i the Board of Education, are going about a $5 billion
news lately would
to be put under
deficit and is lookhave some opknow that we have
the fiscal knife as ing to reduce that When it comes to the
position. HBsomething of a
the government number by slashing
-1997, which is
budget crisis on Programs across the
tries to curtail some of the funding arts, there is no substitute working its way
our hands. Our
our spending for public artworks.
through the
nation is rocketboard are going to be put and reduce the According to King for financial support.
State legislature,
deficit shortfall. 5 News, Governor
ing upwards (dehopes to extend
The situation Gregoire hopes to
pending on how under the fiscal knife
Josef Venker particular taxes
is even more
slash $2 million
you look at it) on
Associate Professor on car rentals,
a crash course with
dire for states. from programs such
food and beverthe debt ceiling and the time we Considering that they can't coin their as 4Culture, the culages, and hotels/
have before the collision is growing own money or borrow in a way that tural services agency for King county. motels and use the money gained
ever shorter—less than six months. the federal government does it is fair Senator Mike Carrell supported the therein to continue funding 4Culture.
Couple this impending disaster with to assume that the cuts will be even desire to cut funding to the arts by However, according to The Stranger,
the political climate of today and more painful. One area that is parsaying, "it's time for the state to stop voters also approved a measure that
you're liable to have yourself quite the ticularly imperiled, and often finds requiring one-half of one percent required a 2/3 majority in Olympia to
increase taxes, thus making
much more difficult to save

Public Art vs Public Defense Funding
$24,592,000

-

-

-

$24 million

$20 million

$16 million

to

cu

sentatives in the state senate ai
for the approval of HB-1997
But one thing is for certa
that is the prominence of
and funding serving as the li
of the arts. As Fr. Josef Venl«
assistant professor in the Fi
Department, put if, "When i
to the arts, there is no substr
financial support."
With this in mind, students
possibly consider an enlighten
it to the Seattle Art Museum o
the many remaining galleries
town. Doing so would undo
support not only the arts but
cultured appreciation of then
I

such programs.
As the battle continues to
rage on, the cultural causalities are beginning to pile up
in what some might consider
a glimpse of what's to come
from further cuts. According
to the Oregon Live, the
Seattle Art Museum has recently cut its staff by 7percent, has planned to cut pay
by 10 percent, and agreed

—

-

John may be reached at

jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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hours or packing up shop and
to cities where it is more ec
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But don't think that the
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city is not doomed to usher ii
cultureless world. There are p
things that can be done supj
arts. For one, 4Culture has s
urged that people write theii
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cof this new decade.

Everything else
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Public arts fundir

Public Art
Alex

Pierce | The Spectator

Public arts, already receiving much less funding than other sectors, have come underthe axe due to dire budget cuts.

Alex Pi

Cutting arts funding is far from a solution to the much larger p

11
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pon facility

furloughs

to cut costs.

Financial woes force galleries around Seattle
to close their doors

aly
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:ries
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Colleen Clement, a junior art mareported that many of the art galdowntown ate reducing their
ours or packing up shop and moving
cities where it is more economiviable to operate a gallery.
But don't think that the arts are
ompletydoomed to perish; the
ityis not doomed to usher in a gray
ultresworld. There are plenty of
lings that can be done support the
rts.For one, 4Culture has strongly
rged that people write their repre:ntaives in the state senate and push
the approval of HB-1997.
But one thing is for certain, and

Gallery
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Black
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Green Lake

Gallery

the prominence of money
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funding serving as the lifeblood
the arts. As Fr. Josef Venker S.J.,
professor in the Fine Arts
)eppartmn, ut if, "When it comes
the arts, there is no substitute for
nancial support."
With this in mind, students should
ossibly consider an enlightening visthe Seattle Art Museum or one of
many remaining galleries down-

Madison
Park

le

to

Montlake

ultred

)wn.

Doing so would undoubtedly
not
jport only the arts but also the
appreciation of them.

om
hn ay be reached at
Deaton@su-spectator.com

nding toward
3 arts

*Other casualties include
Northwest Gallery and

Li^^'^Gre?lSallery

LaHenda.

Seattle
Satellite Gallery

Gallery

Alex Pierce

|

The Spectator

Several galleries have been forced to close in wake of the cuts. A few of the affected galleries: Julia's Gift Gallery, Grey Gallery, Okok Gallery, Blvd Gallery, Black
Lab Gallery, Charisma Design Gallery, Satellite and Western Bridge.

34%
arts funding
Alex Pierce | The Spectator

solution to the much larger problem.

Before the budget cuts, $1.6 million went to 132 organizations around the state, supporting more
than 5,000 events, exhibits and performances.

These programs drew audiences totalling more than 1 million people.
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Two SU fanboys review the Star Wars
exhibit through Socratic dialogue
The Pacific Science Center's new exhibit goes under the knife of
two of The Spectator's most credible nerds
Jake McCune and J. Adrian
Munger

Volunteer and Staff Writer

Jake McCune:

So what were you
exhibit?
expecting
Adrian Munger: I guess I was expecting to be able to live in the Star
Wars Universe. The Harry Potter
exhibit had all these cool set
pieces that you could actually interact with and feel
a part of, but with the
Star Wars one you
were just looking at
props.
JM: I agree
The Harr*
Potte
out of the

participate in a museum exhibit. We
were easily the oldest people playing
that game by like a decade.
AM: When we were in line it felt
like there was no way that this game
would be fun to an eight-year-old and
to two college kids.
JM: I m going to sound like
a 90-year-old man with a lawn,
jut there were too many kids. I
felt really constricted. That goes
for the whole exhibit too.
AM: Agreed, but are you really
going to complain that kids love Star

I'm going to sound
like a 90-year-old man
with a lawn, but there

were too many kids.

I

felt really constricted.

a

one really
spoiled me. I was ex-

<i

Star Wars is a touchy subject.
When anything new comes

out pertaining to the Star Wars
universe, the many who hold the
films beloved have been known

to subject material to intense
scrutiny. The hopes and dreams
of many-a-nerd have of late
rested on the Pacific Science
Center's crack at the galaxy far,
far away, which incorporates
props, costumes and interactive
displays into one experience.
The exhibit has something to
do with the marvels of modem
technology in relation to the films
or something, but what is mostly
important is that the Millennium
Falcon is there. Exhibit runs until
May 8, adult tickets are $20.

pecting way more in
the way ofactual Star
Wars paraphernalia
and less going to a science fair.
AM: See, I liked some of those
things, I really liked the part where
you got to make your own hovercar
with magnets.
JM: Yeah but did it really have
anything to do with Star Wars? Luke's
speeder was right over there, and I was
just stuck playing with magnets and
Legos. I mean if we're gonna get nerdy
here that's not even the kind of tech
that his speeder runs on.
AM: I know that it's not the same,
but it shows that some of the science-y
stuffthat was left open in the movie is
something that we could potentially
create in real life.
JM: Yeah, I guess. I just wasn't really impressed with most of the "science-y" workshops. Well, except the

Wars? Don't act like you wouldn't have
gone just as nuts if you were 12-yearsold and in that museum.
JM: That's a good point. The exhibit
just made me feel old and out of place.
Anyway, let's talk more about what we
liked and less about how I'm grumpy
and cynical.
AM: I really liked seeing the different models of the ships that they
used in the original. Some of the bigger

ships like the Star Destroyer were actually the same size as an X-Wing.
JM: And what was rad was that they
actually filmed with those things! There
wasn't any CGI in the '70s. What we
saw there is the same thing that we
see whenever we're watching StarWars.
The originals, at least.
AM: Yeah it would've been nice if
the exhibit had left out prequel stuff
and been

more

exhibit better if wasn't what it was supposed to be, which I guess was Star
Wars and its relation to real science.
My issue with that was whenever I
looked at the real life technology they
displayed, my immediate thought
was "That's boring, let's get to the

lightsabers."
AM: I feel like it was definitely an
interesting exhibit, but the focus was
mainly on getting kids excited about
science and less about Star Wars, which
is confusing when there's a giant poster
of Yoda outside the museum accompanied by tiny text explaining the
exhibit. Star Wars is something that
appeals to 40 years worth people, but
the exhibit was only trying to really get
the attention ofpeople from last 10 of
those years.
JM: I'd say that Seattle U Star Wars
fans would definitely enjoy it, but do
yourself a sollid and go on a weekday
before school gets out, as to avoid the

Jawas.
Adrian may be contacted at
amunger@su-spectator.com

tiles thing.
AM: Yeah the tiles were awesome!
JM: To explain, the museum had
a set up where you could play a game
with these tiles that had little symbols
on them. A camera would read the symbols and show what they represented
on a screen in real time. It was basically
like the old Yu-Gi-Oh cartoon.
AM: Yeah but it was also like Sim
City. We had to use them put together a functional Jawa camp. Which is
ironic because we were surrounded by
people the size of Jawas.
JM: Man, seriously! I have never
felt more like a jerk for wanting to

about the old school

special effects ofthe first one.
JM: Basically, we would've like the

Hoth is a dangerous place for the untested traveler.
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SPF's small press expo proves print will survive
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
Leave it to the literary crowd in the
gray-sky capital of the world to title a festival "SPF 2011." The irony-laden title
addresses the second annual Seattle Small
Press Festival, which held one of the final
events in a month long series at the Hugo
House on Saturday. The festival was created last year to help celebrate Seattle's
"rich independent book culture: the writers, publishers, and artists who make literature come alive in our city every day,"
according to their website.
Although only in its second year, the
festival has already expanded greatly from
last year. Pilot Books, the local independent bookstore that created and organized
the festival, hosted last year's incarnation,
which featured a smattering of readings
throughout the month ofMarch. The or-

ganizers of the event this year collaborated
with many other local businesses, both
literary and non-literary in focus.
"It felt too condensed last year," said
Summer Robinson, owner and operator of
Pilot Books. "We now have fewer events
spread across the city, and in this way,
small business and the arts really reached

one another."
Saturday's event, "Recto Verso: A Small
Press Expo," featured independent small
presses from around the Seattle area and
the Northwest, as well as readings and informal talks throughout the afternoon.
out to

As long as we publish

quality materials, we'll have a
supportive base of readers.
Brittany Dennison

Editorial Assistant, Wave Books

Although many in today's world of the
Nook and Kindle continually predict the
demise of the print publishing industry,
judging by attendance at the festival, this
may not be happening anytime soon.
The event served to showcase the thriving small-press publishing industry of the
region, powered primarily by the artsy
population of 20-to 30-year-olds represented at the expo. The crowd turnout

for a small press festival in the middle of
Seattle was filled with such diverse literary
types as college students, college professors, representatives from independent
bookstores and men with beards wearing
plaid, all of whom were drinking organic
fair trade coffee or cheap beer. It was clear
that all those in attendance care deeply
about the future of the small press industry, and will continue to help it thrive.
"People are worried everywhere about
the future of publishing," said event organizer Tara Atkinson. "As long as people
care about what's being published, it will
still be around."
This sentiment was echoed by the
event's large turnout.
"Presses are thinking in many different directions," said Brittany Dennison,
editorial assistant at local publisher Wave

Books, which publishes poetry exclusively.
"As long as we continue to publish quality materials, we'll have a supportive base
of readers."
For supporters of the small press industry, one of the key differences between
the large and small press is that of quality
and consistency.
"We value the small press because they
do brave things," Robinson said. "They

can publish things the authors really love
or won't sell elsewhere. It's hard to take
those kinds of risks when you have to
move lots of merchandise."
Many of the sellers in attendance started their businesses themselves, creating
their final product from start to finish.
Although much of what is published may
never be considered marketable (and thus
publishable) by the biggest names of the
publishing industry, the small presses in
Seattle are continuing to challenge readers
to question what quality literature truly
is. While the final product may not be
deemed worthy for those at the top of
the industry, those writing independent
literature almost seem to like it that way.
As such, it is up to the readers and creators
of the products to keep the industry going, and challenging writers to create new
and exciting pieces of writing.
"You can do it too," Robinson said.
"Hopefully this will introduce everyone in
attendance to the idea of self-publishing
and it will inspire people."

Olivia may be contacted at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com

Butler pushes fiction in new directions with novel
Frances Dinger

Editor-in-Chief

a

"There is No Year" by Blake Butler is
family drama wrapped inside a horror

story. Deep, deep inside. After their son
recovers from a severe illness, a family of

three moves into a new home, but soon
after they arrive, they discover a copy family is already occupying the house. They
look exactly like the real family except the
copies have mold in their mouths where
their teeth should be. The mother resolves

to dispose of the copy family, which may
or may not have caused the house to begin

acting out on its inhabitants.
As the father, the mother and the son
(all nameless through the entire novel)
become more distant from each other,
their house and neighborhood respond

accordingly.
The father, apparently having fallen
of love with his wife, can't make it
home after work because the roads have
mysteriously become so long that it takes
him two full tanks of gas and a quarter of
out

day just to get there. He would have to
leave almost as soon as he returned and
would still manage to get to work late.
The mother quietly tries to sell the
house and while she obsessively cleans
to prepare the house for visitors, she
discovers hidden rooms, a magic egg
and is visited by a mysterious man in a
yellow shirt.
The son befriends a girl at school who
claims she can see the son through his
computer screen. He spends days in his
room where an infestation of possibly super intelligent ants has begun to try to
find a way inside the son where they will
make a new colony.
At least, this is what a reader could
say the book is about if indeed the reader
wanted to summarize the book in terms of
a

Higgs explains readers have been
to look for structure and often react with extreme confusion or even anger
when those expectations are defied. In

taught

The son couJd feel the

sound

against his chest and

where

his bones joined, meeting,
vibrating his canine teeth.''
Blake Butler
Author

conventional plot, character and theme.
In a recent series of articles on
HTMLGiant (a blog about writing authored by working writers, founded by
Butler and Gene Morgan that now receives about half a million unique visitors
each month), Christopher Higgs has been
asking the question, "What is experimen-

tal literature?"
Higgs explored

a

range of qualifica-

tions, varying from a rejection of clo-

rejection of the Aristotelian ideals
of linear plot, character and theme; and
sure;

how the reader

CandaceShankel | The Spectator

Butler's novel plays with the placement of words and the dimension of the page.

must

adapt

to reading

this

kind of work.
While Butler's novel meets all of these
challenges, the most immediately recognizable element of experimentation in
"There is No Year" is simply that it looks
different from a traditional novel. Some
pages are almost entirely blank, some contain out offocus black and white photos,
the word "bloodred" appears in red on
page 196 and is the only instance of colored ink being used in the book, most
of the pages are varying shades of gray,
paragraphs are not indented and text is at
times broken up like poetry. The reader
cannot avoid that this is not a conventionally structured novel.
"...experimental literature is different
than conventional literatureand therefore
requires a different set of reading strategies," Higgs explained in part three of
the series.

communication theory this experience is
called cognitive dissonance. An individual's expectation and a reality or a new idea
cannot exist logically at the same time because they are inherently opposite. The
individual is then faced with discomfort
and has to decide which relative reality
is superior.
"There is No Year" is confusing, disjointed and full of contradictory images.
The reading experience, even for readers
who enjoy this kind of thing, is bound
to be uncomfortable at times. But this
is part of the success of the novel. The
nameless family also experiences confusion and distress when presented with a
house that is bigger on the inside than the
outside, and endless black boxes blocking

highway traffic.
The disorientation experienced by the
reader is often an extension of the experience of the characters, which could be
considered a weird kind of empathy. This
is not the kind of novel in which you will
be engaged by the story. To read Blake
Butler is to read for the experience of it.
And maybe that is what "experimental
writing" means: to write to create an experience rather than to express an idea.

Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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The great Golazo mystery of Seattle University
If you are a Seattle University student, you've probably
heard of Golazo. I'd even hazard a guess that a can of
Golazo has been mysteriously handed to you out of nowhere. Golazo sort of comes and goes on campus much
in the way Casper the Friendly Ghost operates. Student
Golazo representatives swoop in phantom-like, greet you
warmly, somehow manage to put Golazo in your hand and
then leave. This experience lasts on average a total of 10 to
15 seconds and is always somewhat disorienting.
Sophomore Carmen Cueto is one of these friendly
ghosts. However, you've probably seen her all over the
place doing other things. When she's not tabling at Cherry
Street Market for one of 1000 different student organizations she's a part of, she also works as a Resident Assistant

Most people raise their eyebrows
when they hear it too. Kids had been

mixing Gatorade with energy drinks
for years before we started doing.
Richard Tait

Creator of Golazo
in Campion. It would make sense that

choose Cueto

as one

Golazo would
of their reps —she is friendly and

talkative and everywhere.
"It was started by a man [Tait] who's all about the
underdogs, he's just really passionate," says Cueto cheerfully, "and it's all natural and I'm not even a fan of energy

Sy Bean | The Spectator

Scottish, entreprenurial and sporty, Richard Tait wants you to come to his warehouse and party with him.
Kelton Sears

Entertainment Editor
Richard Tait kind of seems like a made up person.
While working at Microsoft, he had the idea one day to
make a game for "everyone," where each player had their
own heroic moment within the game. With no previous
experience in the realm of board games, he created the
mega-hit "Cranium," which you've seen if you've walked
into a Starbucks within the past 10 years or so. Thus, the
Cranium empire was started, a company he ran by providing employees with a regularly stocked juice bar, outfitted
with paper and crayons for breaktime doodling.
Not only is Tait an entrepreneur, he's an
eccentric entrepreneur.

And like Richard Branson, fellow successful eccentric
entrepreneur, Tait is British—Scottish to be exact. His
accent lends fancy to his already fanciful life, one that has
led him recently to set up shop in the abandoned BMW
warehouse on Pike Street across the street from Honey
Hole Sandwiches.
The warehouse serves as the headquarters for Tait's newest venture, a 180 from his previous board game empire.

Tait is taking on the energy drink market.
But he also loves soccer. A lot.
So obviously, Tait decided to put an indoor soccer field
in the warehouse that has become the headquarters for
"Golazo," the world's first on-the-market, soccer themed
"hydrating energy drink."
"Most people raise their eyebrows when they hear it
too," Tait says, sitting across the table from me in Golazo's
conference room as I raise my eyebrows. The idea of an
energy drink that doesn't dehydrate you seems fishy to
me, but an energy drink that hydrates seems impossible.
"Unlike other energy drinks on the market that dehydrate
you, it's true that Golazo energizes you while also hydrating you. Kids had been mixing Gatorade with energy
drinks for years before we started doing what we did. We
just perfected it."
Tait assures me that when you get down to the chemistry, it works. He also recants Golazo performance tests
done on athletes, which all came out positive. Later that
day, I drank an entire can of Golazo for the first time.
To Tait's credit, I not only felt very energetic, I also
peed clear and peed often for the remainder of the day.

drinks but I like it since it doesn't taste like pee like other
energy drinks." Cueto's energy is apparent in the way she
speaks, her lines come out rapid fire and clamber over each
other excitedly. She pronounces "Golazo" lushly, eking out
each syllable to its fullest.
In reality, she's
just pronouncing Golazo the way it's actually supposed
to be pronounced.
"They were looking for people who were friendly, passionate about soccer and who speak Spanish, so they called
me and I got the job," Cueto says.
To back up a bit, Golazo's nascency came about not
only because of soccer, but largely out of Hispanic culture.
RichardTait is anything but Hispanic (during Tait's interview the drink was pronounced Guh-laa-zaeoh), but during an exhibition match at Qwest Field between Mexico
and China in 2008, where Tait was overwhelmed by the
Hispanic pride that emanated from the crowd.
"I remember it so clearly," Tait says. "The Mexicans
scored a goal and the crowd just erupted, it was inspiring
how much passion was there in that stadium. And the one
thing they were all shouting was 'golazo' which I learned
later meant 'super goal.' If you ask any Latino person if
they know what golazo means they'll all tell you yes."
So flash forward, and Tait is doing all he can to
maintain that credibility, not only among soccer fans,
but also within the Hispanic culture in which the drink
was born.
Cueto is one of two student Golazo reps, or
"Ambassadors" at Seattle U, part of the unique campusfocused marketing that the company has been utilizing.
Ambassadors are present at the University ofWashington,
Seattle Pacific University and Bellevue College as well, all
hawking the new drink to as many fellow students as they
can. Cueto's job consists of handing out free Golazo (much
to the delight of the residents on her floor), promoting the

To Tait's credit, I not only felt very

energetic, I also peed clear and peed
often for the remainder of the day.

brand, posting on Facebook twice a week about the prodposting a video once every two weeks, and writing one
report a week back to HQ about how much Golazo she
shared, where she shared it, what the response was, etc.
To put it lightly, pretty much everything Cueto does
uct,

is Golazoriffic.

This Golazotastic energy has been the source of quiet
on campus, off-put by what is perceived

grumbling for some
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overly-aggressive salesmanship.
"Do you mean, how Golazo is kind
of everywhere all the time, because it is?"
Cueto puts it more explicitly when asked
as

about the issue. "I think it's just something SU isn't used to since we're a smaller
school. It makes sense for the company to
do it though, since their headquarters are

I think it's just something
SU isn't used to since

we're a smaller school.
Carmen Cueto
Sophomore, Golazo "Ambassador"
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Tait spends

most of the time talking about
amateur soccer and how excited he is to

have more soccer parties in Golazo HQ.
"Last time we had over 1000 people
packed in here cheering on these matches
made up of a bunch of players from col-

leges

in

the surrounding

area,

including

a

number from SU," Tait says. "Some college players from the East Coast even flew
over to play, it was astounding. People were
shouting and having a great time kicking
the ball around, just enjoying the game.
There were DJ's and graffiti artists doing
their thing, and people just having a blast.
I love watching that passion, it's always inspiring to me."
The warehouse looks like it was built
for this purpose. Without 1000 screaming people it seems empty. Flatscreen
televisions pepper the walls, playing various soccer games from around the world.
Fridges full of Golazo spot the area. And
then there's the giant soccer field of course.
The actual offices seem like more of an afterthought, which in a way is a signifier of
Tait's sincerity when he says Golazo is a
"passion brand."
For Tait, Golazo is less a product
and more just sort of a reason for him
to hang out with people who really like
soccer
a lot.
"We're really excited for our next party,"
Tait informs me. He doesn't say much else
about it though, keeping the details under
wraps. "It'll be later this month, and we're

right by campus. The reaction has been
mostly positive, people like it."
And to be fair, this form of marketing
is not new at all. In "The Merchants of
Cool," a documentary exploring the way
companies market to teens, it was revealed
that Sprite paid freshmen in high school to
throw parties where they would hand out
promotional drinks and material to their
peers. To give a reference point for the age
of "The Merchants of Cool," the film was
sponsored by Earthlink, and talks reverently about the social impact of Dawson's
Creek, Seth Green and the Insane Clown
Posse. To reitirate—this form of marketing
may strike private-schooled Redhawks as
strange, but it is anything but new.
So when you see Golazo at SEAC Tait spends most of the time
events, RedZone events, RHA events or
pretty much any other event on campus,
talking about amateur soccer
don't be surprised. Golazo is also targeting Sounders games, giving out as much and how excited he is to
cC their product as they can for free to
the uninitiated.
have more soccer parties.
"The hope is that people just taste it,"
Tait tells me. "Once people taste it they
almost always like it."
The numbers seem to support Tait's hoping to get a record number of people
statement—the drink recently skyrocketout here."
ed on Amazon Fresh, becoming the online
There has been some trouble promoting
grocer's second most ordered beverage, a the drink on campus at Seattle U, Golazo
feat for a small local brand that started less runs into trouble from time to time due to
than a year ago.
the school's Pepsi contract which explicates
While Golazo's methods may seem aga degree of exclusivity to the mega-brand,
but Tait isn't worried. Golazo is already
gressive at times, they are certainly workTo
those
who
it
can
be
ing.
are skeptical,
ingrained in Seattle U culture whether
said with certainty that Tait is not an evil students really know it or not.
businessman looking to turn a quick buck.
Santa Maria Rivera's likeness graces
This is apparent in the way he talks about every Golazo can—his finger pointed upGolazo, which is actually not very much. wards victoriously above his long, curly

Tait's tasty timeline

Sy Bean | The Spectator

Golazo's on-campus presence is controversial, but its methods are far from unusual.
hair. Rivera was a four year starter on
Seattle U's men's soccer team and a graduate who went on to play for the Sounders
for two years. He now does individual
lessons, available on his coyly named

website santasfutboltraining.com. Santa
Maria was involved in the early stages of
the drink, participating in taste tests and

performance

tests.

"We didn't put a big celebrity on the
can for a reason," Tait tells me. "I want
Golazo to be about the amateur. That, and
the casual soccer fan. The fan who goes to
games and shouts for their team, who lives
the sport."
Patrick Engelhardt, Golazo's college
marketing and merchandise specialist offers me a can of Golazo on my way out
of the warehouse. He shares Santa Maria's
curly hair, but a shorter tamer version of
the cut that appears on the can.
"You can take as many of these as you

want," he tells'me smiling.
I tell him one will do, and sip it on the
way home. Beyond the aforementioned
energy spike and subsequent marathon of
urination, the drink doesn't taste half bad.
As Cueto put it, it doesn't taste like pee.
It tastes pretty much like Gatorade mixed
with soda. If someone forced me to drink
an energy drink, I would probably choose
Golazo, so in that way, a victory for Tait.
Having talked to the man himself and
knowing his past with Cranium, it's not
crazy to imagine Golazo really taking off.
Even though it may be bothersome seeing
the drink all over the place on campus,
once you know a bit more about the ideas
and the man behind the drink, it's sort of
hard not to root for Golazo.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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Wainhouse applies MLB experience in coaching
revivals and resurgences, and fans may get
hopeful, but theirs is a story ofstumbling.
Despite the sometimes-lethargic performance of the Mariners, Seattle U pitching coach Dave Wainhouse was thrilled to
be traded to the team from the Montreal
Expos in 1993.
"I was very excited at the time; I grew up
going to Mariner games in the Kingdome,"
said former Major League Baseball pitcher
Wainhouse. "I was the kid down there early
before games, and I went to as many games
as I possibly could. Knew all the players,
I knew everything, I mean, that was my
team."
Wainhouse got his start playing for
Washington State before being drafted
by the Montreal Expos in 1988 in the

Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer
The hapless Mariners, despite valiant effort and an unflinching fan base, have never
gained a spot in the World Series. There are

first round.
After five years with the Expos and three
disappointing seasons with the Mariners,
Wainhouse went on to play in the minor
league in Toronto.
"I was bad. I wished I wouldn't have
been traded," Wainhouse said. "I didn't
play well. I got hurt. I didn't do what I

expected to do and I didn't do what the
Mariners expected me to do."
But the MLB had not seen the last
of him. Wainhouse went on to play for
the Florida Marlins and the Pittsburgh
Pirates.

Wainhouse refers often to
the successes and failures
of his professional career

when coaching at Seattle U.

"I had to come out of the bullpen in a
real bad situation, and get, you know, a guy
who I felt was about the best player in the
league and he was a friend of mine. I had
to get him out with the bases loaded and
a one run lead. I was able to come in and
strike him out. That was my high moment
of my major league time."
These days Wainhouse refers often to
the successes and failures ofhis professional
career when coaching at Seattle U. There
are 14 pitchers on the baseball team and
Wainhouse is responsible for coaching all
of them, though only a handful will see

significant playing time. Wainhouse wants
impart the lessons he learned on the professional circuit to his players.
"I wish they would use me more, to draw
on my experiences because everything that
they've gone through or will go through,
I've gone through multiple times, either at
the college level or the professional level.
I've been through it."
to

Like the Mariners, Wainhouse's career
was not without its high points. During
the exciting tenure of Ken Griffey Jr., the
Mariners seemed to be headed towards a
more inspiring future. Wainhouse, too, had
his moments in the sun.
Wainhouse's best game happened when
the Pirates took on Colorado.

Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com

Softball wins first series of season against Weber

Lindsey

Wasson | The Spectator

Sophomore Theresa Clark takes a swing against Weber State over the weekend. Ofthe four games in the series, Seattle U only lost one to Weber State.
J. Adrian Munger
Staff Writer

Concluding a four-game series,
the Seattle University Softball team
three of four games against
theWeber State Wildcats, winning
heir first series of the season. The
Redhawks played two games on
Saturday, both ofwhich they won,
and two on Sunday.
Seattle U started the series off
strong offensively, with sophomore
Jessica Ulrich getting the first RBI
of the series on a single, giving the
Redhawks a 1-0 lead. Intense defense and excellent pitching by
won

freshman Richelle Ashburn held
theWildcats scoreless until the top
of the third inning, when a Seattle
U error let Wildcat Symbree
Minniearadvance to home. Weber
State took the lead in the sixth inning, but the Redhawks were able
to retake the lead with a three-run
homer by sophomore Theresa
Clark. The Redhawks won 5-3.
The Redhawks also dominated
the second game on Saturday with
massive offensive power, scoring six runs in the second inning
alone, including two runs from
walks. The Wildcats were able to
slowly erode the Redhawk lead,

scoring once in each inning from
the fourth inning on. Ashburn was
able to hold them to four, however,
and the Redhawks won the second
game 8-4. Offensively, Seattle U
was able to draw on powerful hitting from senior Jessica Amador
and sophomores Allegra Wilde
and Theresa Clark.
The first of the two games on
Sunday was the only low point during the series, with the Redhawks
losing 3-2. The scoring started in
the second inning with a home run
by Wildcat Ashley Huddleson, giving Weber State a 1-0 lead. Seattle
U evened the score in the third

inning, with Wilde getting a run
off sophomore Jessica Ulrich's single. The Redhawks were unable to
build an offensive momentum and
were eventually edged out in the
seventh inning, losing by a single
run.

"We were able to hit the ball
well," said head coach Dan Powers.
"We had a lot of solid pitching."
The Redhawks were able to
come back from the difficult
loss and won the second game of
the day 5-3. Seattle U took the
lead early on when walks and
steals got them two runs in the
first inning. The Redhawks were

able

to

rest

of the game. The Wildcats

maintain control for the

took the lead but were able
tie the game in the fourth inning with a two-run home run by
Symbree Minniear. The Redhawks
took back the lead in the fifth and
were able to shut down the Weber
State offense, winning the final
game 5-3.
"We had a good weekend,"
Powers said. "We're going to try
and keep our pitchers healthy for
next week."
never

to

J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
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Clark hits psychology, softball Swishes for Wishes

Joe Dyer

|

The Spectator

Cameron Drews

Staff Writer
Sophomore Theresa Clark
didn't go to college just to work
on her Softball game. Contrary to
the infamous air-headed jock stereotype, she shows a genuine and
enthusiastic interest in her area
of study and claims to have been
interested in neuropsychology
ever since she took AP psychology in high school. While many
psychology majors are strictly interested in human behavior, Clark
is mostly interested in the science
behind it all.
"I like learning about the biological reactions to things like alcohol and traumatic events," said
Clark.
Currently, she is enrolled in
psychology 205, which aims to
perfect students' research-based
writing skills. While Clark admits that the title of this course

seems bland and uninteresting, it
focuses on one of the subjects she
is most interested in: traumatic
events and disasters.
When she is not training with
the softball team or exploring her
psychology texts, Clark enjoys
spending time with her friends,
eating delicious food and watching shows like Criminal Minds,
Law and Order SVU and...
Jersey Shore. It's true, that last
one doesn't exactly fit in with the
others, but like many channel
surfers, Clark cannot deny Jersey
Shore's inexplicable appeal. She
also likes watching movies.
"Sometimes [my friends and
I] quote movies like it's nobody's
business," Clark said.
When it comes to athletics, Clark's efforts do not end
with softball. She grew up in
Lakewood, Colo., which is just
outside of Denver, so she has become an experienced hiker and
snow skier. More recently she has
picked up snowboarding, but due
to its status as a potentially dangerous activity she stays off the
slopes during softball season.
The state ofColorado is home
to what Clark described as 52
"fourteeners," which are mountains of at least 14,000 feet. She
has already climbed three of them
and hopes to cross the others off
the list as time goes on. She has
tackled Pikes Peak, Grays Peak
and Torreys Peak, all of which

played softball, basketball, lacrosse, track, soccer and volleyball. In the end, she decided to
stick with softball.
"That's the one I've been playing the longest," she said. "And
my older sisters played."
Clark is the youngest of five
children, with three older sisters
and one older brother. During
their summers, the Clark family
enjoys playing beach volleyball,
which allows Clark to quench
her competitive thirst during
Softball's off-season. Even though
they don't play in a formal league,
Clark says that her family takes

volleyball fairly seriously. She
also says that having a competitive drive is an integral part of
her personality.
"I'm really competitive when
it comes to sports and trivia
games," she said. "But outside
of sports, I'm pretty relaxed."
Lately, Clark's competitive
drive has been paying off. In a recent game against the University
of Nevada, Clark racked up seven
RBIs, two runs and a grand slam.
With a performance like that, she
could probably afford to lose a
few family volleyball games while
still retaining plenty of bragging
rights. If anyone is interested in
seeing Clark and the rest of the
softball team in action, they'll be
taking on Utah State in a quadruple header over the weekend.

are part of the Rocky Mountains'

Cameron may be reached at

Front Range.
When she was younger, Clark

cdrews@su-spectator.com

Most children dream of having their wishes granted; for terminally ill children those wishes
are poignant and time sensitive. That's where the MakeA-Wish Foundation comes in.
The Make-A-Wish Foundation
grants the wishes of terminal

children, whether that owning a horse, meeting the prime
minister or redecorating their

bedroom.
The Student Athlete
Advisory Council (SAAC) will
be supporting the Make-A-Wish
Foundation with their sixth
annual Swishes for Wishes event
on April 20. The game, which

will take place on the north
court of Connolly Center, will

include a student versus faculty/
staff basketball game, a bake
sale, prizes and an unknown
special half-time guest. There
will also be prizes for the student or faculty/staff player who
has the most fans in attendance
the game. SAAC is suggesting
a $2 donation.
Dorms will also conduct
penny wars before the event.
Each dorm floor will receive
points for the number of pennies they are able to collect. The
winner will be announced during the game.
at

Swishes for Wishes Rosters
Student Team:

Faculty/Staff
Team:

Megan Augustavo

Matt Byers

Mackenzie Bannister

Kristen Christopher

D'Andre Benjamin

Ron Credito

Robert Birungi

Lauren Dascenzo

IrisCarrera

Kate Bias

Dominick Deßari

Erin Engelhardt

Sophia Dzilenski

Maylon Hanokj

Justin Ibisate

Deb Hinchey

Mollie Janicki

Kent Koth

Morgan Mushlitz

David Lance

Phat Nguyen

Joshua Lee

Martha Palomino

Eddie Lincoln

Ray Salvador

Johnny Llamas

Jim Shannon

Mike Marsolek

Jacqueline Shrader

Alvin Sturdivant

Josh Walters
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1/3 off undergraduate tuition

Scoreboard

1/3 off USF's housing rates

7-

-,

Complete a class in three weeks,
then do it again!

7 Get It All

3 Be Cool

Take six-week classes and intern or work
this summer, too!

San Francisco is cooler than most of the
country, and the weather is not as hot either

6 A Summer in SF

2 Experience Culture

Take 12-weekclasses (and lose your heart
in San Francisco)

Walking distance to world class concerts,
festivals, museums, and food

5 Get Ahead

1 Be Known

Make time to study abroad or allow more

options in your senior year

Take classes with professors who know
your name and care about your learning

4CatchU>l

www.summeratUSF.org

Stay on track and graduate with yourfriends

Educating Minds and Hearts to Change the World

Baseball

Softball

Nevada
4/8
8-7 (W)

Weber State

Nevada
4/9

Weber State

4/9
5-3 (W)

4/9

10-11 (L)

8-4 (W)

Nevada
4/10

Weber State
4/10
2-3 (L)

0-2 (L)

Washington
4/12
0-11 (L)

Weber State
4/10

5-3

(L)
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Taxes to support
Transparency needed the American way

STAFF EDITORIALS

in faculty salaries

Teaching professionals are classically in an underpaid line
of work. It's one thing to be paid inadequately at a public institution, but a higher education and private educational body
like Seattle University should be taking care of its own.
The latest reports on faculty salary compensation indicate
that the lowest paid teaching faculty, adjuncts and core lecturers, have fallen below the living wage rate. The paper further
details that this is one tactic to enable higher wages for the
more established tenure or tenure-track professors.
In an era of Seattle U that is seeing multi-million dollar
expansions on an annual basis, how can the inadequate compensation that faces our core instructional body be tolerated?
The cost of living in Seattle is greater than that of those living
in Spokane, yet those who teach in Gonzaga's College of Arts
Sciences department are paid more than A&S instructors
at Seattle U.
This is an image projection that drastically affects the core
message Seattle U is constantly trying to convey to its affiliates and outsiders. It's as if the administration is willing to
expand at the cost of shaving off bits and pieces of the core
pillars that hold up this institution. Cutting corners isn't part
of the Jesuit mission.
The average faculty salary has risen 2 percent across the
board to keep up with government requirements, but keep
in mind this is an average of all salaries at Seattle U; this
says nothing of an individual salary or more importantly, the
salaries of our lowest paid instructors.
Transparency is a dire need when it comes to faculty compensation. Keeping everyone in the dark about their peers'
wages is suspicious, at best. Otherwise, there is no check or
balance in place to ensure instructors are being given what
they've earned.
&
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The budget debate in Congress that nearly lead to a government shutdown late last week is missing the point on both
sides. While reigning in government spending is an admirable
effort and necessary to an extent, we cannot both continue to
fund the U.S. government and lower the national debt unless
America changes its feelings about taxes.
Paying taxes is patriotic. If you really believe in this country, put your money where your mouth is. For America to
maintain a high quality of life for all its citizens, everyone has
to be willing to pay the price.
Critics of a tax hike say this is not a good idea in economically unstable times but tax increases would not necessarily
have to be targeted across the board just yet. The first step is
increasing taxes on corporations and the wealthiest 1 percent
of the nation. 1-1098, an initiative that would have increased
taxes for individuals who make more than $200,000 annually,
was voted down last fall out of fear that it would hurt small
businesses and prevent job growth. But studies show these
fears are false. There are tax exemptions for business expenses
and, generally speaking, small businesses owners are not often
in the highest earning brackets.
We can simply not afford to continue to tax the wealthy
less than the middle class. Local and national budget deficits
caused by disproportionally low taxes only serves to increase
the disparity between socio-economic classes. School levies
depend on taxes and if we increase taxes, we can increase
spending in schools to close the achievement gap. People
would be more able to lift themselves out of poverty and
fewer people would be on welfare.
Measures like this would truly address the root of the country's problems instead of only treating symptoms. Preventing
the government shutdown for six months is a short term
problem. The government needs to address these long term
issues, which will also prevent future shutdown scares.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
Candace Shankel. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views of Seattle University.

France takes high road in Ivory Coast violence
Kenneth James
Daily Mississippian, Ole Miss

Staff Photographer

Lindsey Wasson
Staff Photographer

su-spectator.com/opinion

Before sitting down to write this
column, I went online to check
the latest news from Africa. I was
going to write a column arguing
passionately, and, I hope, convincingly, about the need for Western
intervention in the African country
of Cote d'lvoire.
So, you can rightly assume that I
was both surprised and delighted to
read on the New York Times website that the United Nations and
France have begun military strikes
against the forces of former president Laurent Gbagbo.
Gbagbo lost his campaign to
remain president of Cote d'lvoire,
a former French colony, last
November. The election, certified by several international agencies as fair and honest, awarded

the presidency of this cocoa-rich
nation to Alassane Ouattara.
Unfortunately, Gbagbo refused to
accept his loss, and held on to power. Since then, the situation in Cote
d'lvoire has only deteriorated.

As a society, we
often try to forget

about the misdeeds
of our past.
Negotiations floundered,
Ouattara set up his own government in

his U.N.-protected hotel

and, eventually, armed fighting began between forces loyal to

room,

each side.
This violence culminated

recently in the massacre of 1,000
civilians in the town of Duekoue, a
dangerous step towards genocide.
So I am pleased that France and
the United Nations have stepped in
to do something about it. France
and the U.N. have commenced air
strikes against military and political
targets in Cote d'lvoire. I am glad
that someone in the Western world
realized they had a duty to do so.
Yes, I said a duty.
As a society, we often try to forget about the misdeeds of our past,
to pretend things were not as bad as
they truly were or to try to distance
ourselves from what we claim to be
the mistakes of our ancestors and
therefore not our responsibility.
This is a fallacious argument.
Much of the wealth and power
on which this country sits and uses
to mold so much of the World into
the shapes we find most pleasing

has come to us because of what
we and European imperial powers
were able to take from places like

Africa.
The Western world robbed
Africa of its people and its resources, yet we assume that having given African countries their
a gift that we did
independence
not give but which we gave back
somehow absolves us ofresponsibility for the repercussions that
African nations continue to suffer
—

—

through.
By initiating military strikes
against the despotic and violent
forces of Gbagbo, France has made
a bold step toward repaying the
debt it owes its former colony and
might just save a lot of lives in the
process.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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Obama assumes
the role of Webster

American culture prefers
humor over truth

Chase Parker
Debate Team Columnist

Daily Targum Editorial Board
Daily Targum, Rutgers U.

By no means am I the first person to compare John F. Kennedy
and Barack Obama. They are both
exceedingly intelligent and youthful presidents, known for their oratory skills, good looks and ability
to put pen to paper as successful
authors in their own right. They
were both elected after aging,
household-name presidents left office and they were also pioneers as
the first Roman Catholic and first
African-American presidents in the
history of the union.
There are several reasons to
compare them today. First, I went
to the Kennedy Presidential Library
in Boston a couple of weeks ago.
Second and stemming from the
first, I started reading "Profiles in
Courage," Kennedys 1956 Pulitzer
Prize-winning biography of eight
courageous senators. Third and
finally, a massive eight-part television series just kicked off, shining
light on the Kennedy family.
The crucial part of this, however, comes from my displeasure with
stagnancy and boredom with the
current U.S. Senate. To highlight
a section of "Profiles in Courage,"
Kennedy illustrates the lengths to
which Daniel Webster, an antebellum senator from Massachusetts,
went to sustain the union on the
brink ofCivil War. Webster's compromise and sacrifice for the union
led him to much criticism and rage

from the American people. Some
say that it ruined his chances of a
run at the presidency and definitely
ruined his reputation held by the
populous ofthe time. In hindsight,
however, Webster is regarded as a
savior ofAmerica when needed the
most.

Who is the Daniel Webster of
the future? Many would argue that
Kennedy channeled his energy in
the 19605. I will posit that, today,
he's living in the White House and
furthermore, that no one else has
taken his place. As a young junior
senator from Illinois, people were
enraptured by Obama's conviction,
compassion and initiative. But what
of todays senate? Who makes you
really want to vote? Who romanticizes you about America? Who
blows your socks off? Is it Patty
Murray? Harry Reid? The easy
answer is there really isn't anyone
around who does these things. It
could be because our political system has become less passionate, less
interesting and altogether separated
from public life but I think it's
because the price to be courageous
in spite of all the pressures surrounding these senators is too high.
To be contrary to party, platform
or population in any sense is tantamount to a political death warrant.
The solution, ever complex, is for
someone to step up and make that
sacrifice. Who will it be?
-

The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com

In an admittedly funny but
nonetheless childish move, the
National Republican Senatorial
Committee released a parody
video ofPresident Barack Obama's
bid for reelection in the 2012
race. In the few days since it was
posted, the video has garnered
more than 688,000 views, with
more to come by the time this is
published. Obama's real campaign
launch video, on the other hand,
has only racked up 168,000 views
as of press time. Some people have
been interpreting this as indicative
of the number of Obama's opponents versus his the number ofhis
supporters. Others see it as a lack
of energy on the part of Obama's
campaign. We, however, see it differently. The number of views the
parody video has says more about
our entertainment-oriented culture than it does about Obama's
campaign.
Just a few weeks ago, everyone
watched as Rebecca Black's atrocious "Friday" racked up tens of
millions of views in a span of days.
But that video did not go viral because of how much everyone loved
it. Instead, it went viral for the exact
people found it
opposite reason
hilariously entertaining because of
how downright awful it was. This
tends to be how many people operate these days. People spend far less
time investing themselves in what
—

care about on emotional or intellectual levels, instead
devoting their time and energy to
things, which are quick, cheap,
and mindlessly entertaining. As a
culture, we have, in many ways,
chosen hilarity over sincerity. The
common thought process for a view
of the parody video probably went
something like this: "Yeah, sure, I
like Obama and all, so I probably
know what his video is going to be
all about. Let me see this joke one.
It might be funny."
Another factor, which we hate
to admit, is probably the length
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of the videos. The parody video
is about half the length of the real
one, and it is a lot easier to watch

because it isn't supposed to be taken
seriously. It is meant only to impart
a few laughs in about a minute, and
then the show's over. This makes it
likely that more people will
watch it and that those people will
watch it multiple times.
The disparity in video views is
not something anyone should really be taking seriously. It most
likely says absolutely nothing of
substance about what will happen
to the Obama campaign in the
upcoming race. What it does represent, though, is what we like as a
culture. But perhaps a little more
sincerity and care about what's really important wouldn't hurt.
more

The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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lastlooks

Narcotics
April 4,1:00 a.m.
Public Safety recovered a suitcase with used syringes and
cotton balls inside. DPS disposed
of the items in a medical waste
container.

Vehicle Accident
April 4, 4:00 p.m.
A student driving a rental van hit
a concrete post and tore a mirror
off the vehicle.

Possible Narcotics
April 4,11:30 p.m.
Housing and Residence Life and
Public Safety contacted a room
that smelled of smokeand found
a bong that smelled of marijuana
and a container that smelled
of liquor. Referred to conduct.

Safety Assist
April 5, 4:30 am.
Public Safety officers tried to assist an alumnus who said he had
nowhere to stay. They attempted to locate friend's telephone
number, then the alumnus left
campus.
Safety Assist
April 5, 4:00 p.m.

Pacific Island Fiesta
Above: A performance of The Mako dance. Right: Detail of wares
being sold to benefit the Marianas Club. Bottom left: Reggae band
Two Story Zori entertains the crowd. Bottom: Hula Kahiko dance.

Public Safety responded to
reports of a male crying and

making disturbing sounds. They
found a student who needed
personal assistance, which was
provided.

Auto Prowl
April 5, 9:40 p.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle
Police Department took a report
from a student that personal belongings were taken from her vehicle. No signs of forced entry

Recovered Property
April 5, 9:40 p.m.
Public Safety recovered a missing metro bus stop sign from a

studentresidence
window.

Welfare Check
April 6, 11:30 a.m.
DPS was contacted by parents
requesting a welfare check of
their daughter. DPS notified HRL
and checked theresidence. The
student was not present and then
later the student contacted Public
Safety in response to the message left. Parents were notified.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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